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In this paper we prove existence, uniqueness, and regularity results for 
systems of nonlinear second order parabolic equations with boundary conditions 
of the Dirichlet, Neumann, and regular oblique derivative types. Let K(t) 
consist of all functions (W’(X), o*(x),..., w’“(x)) from Q CR” into R” which 
satisfy #((x, t) < e+(x) < 0*(x, t) f or all x E Q and 1 < i < m, where 4’ and 0‘ 
are extended real-valued functions on 0 x [0, T). We find conditions which 
will ensure that a solution U(x, t) = (u’(x, t), u2(x, t),..., U”(JC, t)) which satisfies 
U(x, 0) E K(0) will also satisfy U(X, t) E K(t) for all 0 < t < T. This result, 
which has some similarity to the Gronwall Inequality, is then used to prove a 
global existence theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the case of a differential equation which describes some physical process it 
is often true that the only solutions which have physical significance are those 
which are nonnegative. Therefore, when considering certain evolution equations, 
it is natural to ask whether a nonnegative initial condition leads to a nonnegative 
solution. A similar question was resolved by Pao [12], who considered the 
system 
together with initial and homogeneous boundary conditions. This problem was 
motivated by the theory of heat and mass transfer in a tubular chemical reactor. 
In one particular model [6, 121 the coefficients c( satisfy cI(x, t) < 0 and the 
functions fi satisfy 
fi(X, 6 11, u) b 0 if u>,O and o<vgr, 
f&, 4 % 4 > 0 if u>O and-co<w<O, 
f&, t, u,4 d 0 if u > 0 and rev<co. 
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Pao showed that in these circumstances there exists a classical solution (u, V) 
which is a member of the convex set K = {(u, w) j 11(x, t) 3 0, 0 < w(x, t) < Y]- 
provided U(X, 0) > 0 and 0 < V(X, 0) < r. 
Our main objective is to generalize these results. We will allow more general 
boundary conditions, more general geometry in an arbitrary number of dimen- 
sions, a system consisting of an. arbitrary number of equations, possible non- 
linearities in the elliptic operator including a nonlinear dependence on first order 
x-derivatives of the solution and we will also allow more general convex sets K, 
namely, of the type indicated in the abstract. 
2. NOTATION AND HYPOTHESES 
Let Sz be a bounded open set in R" whose boundary is of class Ca. Points in 0 
(closure of Sz) will be denoted by x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,). By QT8 we shall mean the 
set {(x, t) 1 x E G, Y < t < s} and Qs = Qos . Real-valued functions on 9, Qs , 
etc., shall be denoted by lower case letters u, V, w, 4,#, etc., while functions with 
values in Rm shall be denoted by upper case letters, e.g., 
U(x, t) = (241(x, t), 22(x, t) )..., P(X, t)) 
(m will correspond to the number of equations in the system, see Eq. (1)). By Di 
we shall mean the generalized derivative with respect to xi , 
Du = (D,u, Dau,..., D,u) and DU = (Du', DS,..., DP). 
If X is a normed function space with norm I] 11 then Xm will denote the direct 
sum of m copies of that space. We shall use the same notation for the norm on X”’ 
as for the norm on X as it will be clear from the context which is meant. In other 
words if U = (ul, u?,..., u”) E Xm then II U 11 = (c /I ui j12)1/2. We shall be dealing 
with several function spaces. The norm on L&2) (or LD(G’)m) will be denoted by 
/j lip. The norm on the Sobolev space WDz(sZ), consisting of functions whose 
derivatives of order < I are in&(Q), will be denoted by // llraD . The norm on the 
space Cz+l(@, consisting of all continuous functions on 0 which are I times 
continuously differentiable and whose lth order derivatives are Holder continuous 
with exponent 5, will be denoted by j / 1+5 (I 1 r+,, is simply written as / / J. 
When dealing with functions on Qs we will have occasion to use the function 
spaces B$*‘(QJ consisting of functions 11(x, t) whose derivatives of order < 2 
with respect to x are in Lp(Qg) an d w h ose first order derivatives with respect to t 
are in L,(Q,). Similarly C2+CJ+C (Qs) denotes the continuous functions on Qs 
whose derivatives of order < 2 with respect to x are Holder continuous with 
exponent 5, while au/at is Holder continuous with exponent [. 
Suppose u(x, t) (U(x, t)) is a function such that, for fixed 0 < t < T, 
u(x, t) E LG-4 ( u(x, t) E h@Y'Y; th en we can consider these functions to 
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represent maps u(t): [0, T)-+&,(G) (U(t): [0, T) -L,(G))“). We denote their 
FrCchet (i.e., strong) derivative with respect to t by ut and U, , respectively. 
If u and v are measurable, extended real-valued functions on ~‘2 then we write 
u < v if U(X) < V(X) a.e. on G. If u and v are instead defined on Qs we write 
u < v if u(x, t) < v(x, t) for each fixed t E [0, s). Similarly we write U < P if 
ui < vi for all 1 < i < m. 
Points in Rm will also be denoted by capital letters such as U, I’, etc. If 
u: fin-t RI then Du takes values in R@ and such values will be denoted byp and q. 
Similarly DU takes values in R”” and such values will be denoted by P and Q. 
Hence P = (pl,p%,..., pm), where pi = (pli,pzi,...,pni). The usual norms in 
Euclidean spaces will be denoted by 1 1, e.g., / U 1 = (c 1 ui 12)l12. 
We shall be concerned with the system 
utk + L”(t, U)u” = f”(x, t, U(x, t), DU(x, t)) V(x, t) E QT > (1) 
where U = (1.2, u2 ,..., u*), 1 < k < m, and 
Lk(t, U) u = -&x, t, U(x)) D,Dp + au. 
Summation is carried out over repeated subscripts. We assume that a is a constant, 
az is continuously differentiable on Qr x Rm and the operators Lk(t, U) are 
uniformly elliptic: 
dj(X, 4 U) if& 2 4 u I , t> I s I29 ‘df E R”, 
Y being a positive function which is nonincreasing in each of its variables. We 
assume that the functions f”(~, t, U, P) are Bore1 measurable on Qt x R*+“” 
and satisfy the following hypothesis: For each R > 0 there exists a constant KR 
and a function NJ%) EL&~) such that 
I f”(x, t, u, P) - fk(x, s, K Q)I 
~~,(N,(x)+IPI+IQI).(It--l++U---l)+K,IP-Ql 
whenever 0 < t, s < R, I U j < R, / V I < R. 
We impose the boundary conditions 
BW(X, t) = 0 ‘d(x, t) E r,, (2) 
where I’r = X2 x (0, T) and Bku = u or Bku = au/avk + ak(x)u, where 
uw2ya~), vk = wyx), ~2kc4,.-., %k(4) is a C1 vector field on Z2 which is 
nowhere tangent to X2, pointing out of Sz, and au/avk = vk . Du. 
For each fixed t and U EL,(G) the domain of Lk(t, U) will consist of the 
closure in W,Z(sZ) of all C2(0) f uric ions u which satisfy Bku = 0. This linear t 
space is denoted by Wp2(sZ; Bk). The direct sum of these spaces is denoted by 
Wn2(Q; B). We impose the initial conditions 
uk(x, 0) = 4”(x) E Wp2(9; Bk), 1 <k<m. (3) 
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The resulting problem may be more concisely stated in vector form by 
letting F = (f1,f2 ,..., f”), L(t, U) = (Ll(t, U), L2(t, U) ,..., Lnz(t, U)), B = 
(Bl, B”,. . ., B”), and @ = (41, $a,..., 4’“): 
U, + L(t, U)U = F(x, t, IJ, DU) in Qr, 
BU=O on r~, 
U(O) = @ E WD2(f2; B). 
Let 0 -= (P, P,..., W) where, for each i, Bi = + cx) or Bi E P(&) and let 
Y = (Iy, l/F,..., yP) where, for each i, @ I= -W or t+P E Cl(&). By ~,~(.x, t) 
we will mean max(#i(x, t), min(u’(.r, t), 19(x, t))) and U, = (+I, u*%,..., u.+“‘). 
We will always assume that Y < @ < 0. Instead of the problem (l)-(3) we 
shall have to consider the more general problem 
U, + L(t, U,)U = F(x, t, .V* , DU) in QT, 
BU=O on TT, (4) 
U(0) = CD E W;“(Q; B). 
By a solution of (4) we shall mean a map UE Cl([O, T), Lu(SZ)m) such that 
U(t) E WDB(!2; B) for each 0 < t < T, U(0) = @, and such that U satisfies 
the differential equation with U, E L,(0)m d enoting the Frechet derivative with 
respect to t. By a classical solution we shall mean a function U(i(x, t) E Cl(o x [0, T)) 
which is twice continuously differentiable with respect to the x coordinates and 
once continuously differentiable with respect to t and which satisfies (4) with all 
derivatives interpreted in the usual sense. On occasion we shall use results 
about so-called weak solutions. In this case the time derivative is also interpreted 
in the distributional sense. For an exact definition see [IO]. 
We shall often make use of the embedding results of Sobolev and Kondrasov 
without necessarily referring to them by name. These results state, for example, 
that the injection WDz(sZ) C We-’ is completely continuous. Also WD7(Q) C 
CO+<@) is completely continuous provided 5 < (pl - n)/p. Of course, since 
members of WDz(Q) are equivalence classes this involves some abuse of language. 
More precisely, each equivalence class in W’,z(UQ) contains a member which is in 
C”+r(Q) (see, e.g., [IO] or [ll]). 
When p is used in the context L,(Q) or WDz(Q) we shall always assume that 
p > n so that W,l(Q) C CO+L(@ for some 5 > 0. 
3. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND REGULARITY 
If A is a closed operator on some Banach space X such that 
Il(~ + A)-l II < C(l x I + 1)--l, if Re X 3 0 (5) 
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then --A generates a holomorphic strongly continuous semigroup T(t). For any 
OL > 0 we may then define the fractional power A-” by [4] 
A-- = r&x)-l f= T(s) s--l ds. (6) 
0 
We wish the operators Lo” =L.“(O, @) and Lo = (Lo1,Lo2,...,Lo’~1) to have 
property (5). The easiest way to accomplish this will be to increase the coefficient 
a sufficiently and make a corresponding change in F so that equation (1) is not 
altered in substance. 
We state the following result whose proof may be found in [4, p. 1791. 
LEMMA 1. If Lo” is a closed operator in L,(Q) with domain W,2(52; Bk) which 
sutis$es j\(A.l+ Lok)-l 11 < C(l X 1 + 1)-l for some constant C and all X with 
Re h > 0, then Di(Lok)-= is u bounded linear operator onL,(Q) for each 1 < i < n 
provided 01 > 4. 
In order to prove local existence of a solution we need to prove that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(F,) Lo is a closed operator with domain 53 which is dense in L&Q)m and 
ll(M +-b-l II B co x I + 11-l for all A with Re h > 0. 
(F2) LO’ is a completely continuous operator. 
(F,) For some 01 E (+, 1) and R > 0 and any V E L,(Q)” with 11 VII?, < R, 
the operator L(t, (L;“V),) is well-defined on 9 for all 0 < t < to < T. Further- 
more, for any t and T in [0, to] and V, Win L9(Q)m with I( V lj1) < R, 1) W IID < R, 
IIW, Gi”V*) -Lb, G”W*)l -G-Y? G”w)*)ll 
< C(R) (I t - 7 I + II v - Wll,). 
(F4) For every t, T in [0, to] and V, W in L,(SZ)m with ]I VII, < R, 
II Wll, < R> 
II F(x, t, (L,“W , DL,“v) - F(x, 7, (L;” W), , DL,” W)ll, 
< C(R) (1 t - T 1 + 11 I,’ - wll,). 
(F5) 0 is in the domain of Los for some fi > 01 and II Loa@ I\ < R. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the hypotheses tated in the previous section are 
satis$ed. If a is suficiently large then L and F will satisfy (Fi)-(F5) with 3 < OL < 
B < 1. 
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Proof. It is obvious that (F5) is satisfied with, for instance, /3 = 1. We note 
that (F,) follows from (F,) and the well-knownl, estimate [I]: 
where C is a constant which is independent of u E WD2(sZ). Applying Theorem 5.2 
of [3] to the weighted elliptic operatorsl, I: - D,” we see that there exist constants 
C, and A, such that 
I h I II 24 IIP + ~ x II/x II * lI1.P + II u ll2.P d Ck lI(L”k + wu l/D (8) 
for all /\ with Re h >, /l, . From this it follows that each L,,” is a closed linear 
operator with domain WS2(Q; P) CL,(Q) and that L, is therefore a closed linear 
operator with domain 9 C L$2)m. If a is sufficiently large then (1, may be 
assumed to be 0. Theorem 5.3 in [3] then assures us that Lok + hl is one-to-one 
from lVD2(Q; Bk) onto L,(Q) for all X with Re h > 0. Also, since 11 u 11 2.1, > II 24 IIF ! 
we hare from (8): 
@#Jk + M-1 I/ d C(l h I + 1)-l, for all X with Re h > 0, 
where C == max C, . Hence (F,) is satisfied. From the Sobolev-Kondrasov 
results and Lemma 1 it follows that 
for some 5 > 0 and all U with 11 U jlp < R. Hence, for fixed t, the functions 
ufj(x, t, (L,“L:),(x)) have a modulus of continuity which is uniform for all 
t E [0, t,,] and all U with /I U IID < R. It follows that the operators L(t, (L;“U),) 
are well-defined operators with domain 9 for all t E [0, t,] and I! Ull, < R. 
Furthermore, there exists a constant K(R, to) such that 
/I L(t, (L,“C’)J1 bQa < K(R, to) /I I{‘~‘,, 
for all TV E LJJ~;L))~, t E [0, t,,], and Ij U /I8 < R. This follows from the fact that the 
constant C in (7) depends only on the ellipticity constant v, the uniform bound of 
the coefficients of L and B, n, p, and the modulus of continuity (for fixed t) of the 
coefficients u&(x, (t, (L;“U),(x)) (see [l]). We note that (L,“Cr), is uni- 
formly bounded and, hence, that there exists a constant q, > 0 such that 
v(((L;“U), /, t) > v0 for all U with II U&, < R and all t E [0, t,]. The rest of 
(F3) as well as (FJ follows in a straightforward manner from the fact that the 
coefficients and the functions f “(x, t, U, P) are Lipschitz in the sense indicated 
in Section 2. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a t, , 0 < t, < T, such that Egs. (4) (and hence 
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(l)-(3)) have a unique solution U on [0, t*] and U E Cl([O, t*], Lp(Q)m) n 
C(P, t*l, w,z(-qm). Moreover, there is a constant 5 > 0 such that 
u E co+y[o, t*], w,yszyy. 
Hence there is a constant y, 0 < y < 5, such that each function uk(x, t) E C”fc(gZ,*). 
Proof. Applying Theorem 16.1 of [4, p. 1701 we see that there is a value 
t, > 0 such that (4) has a solution U E Cl([O, t*], J$&‘)~). An examination of 
the proof of that theorem shows that U = LknZ, where 2 E CO+r([O, t*], LB(Q)m) 
for some 5 > 0. By Lemma 1 we have UE CO+r([O, t*], WD1(Q)m). Using the 
Sobolev-Kondrasov results one easily verifies that this implies that each of the 
functions &(x, t) E C”+~(Bt.) with 0 < y < min(c, (p - n)/p). Utilizing (7) 
again, we see that the norms 11 U(t)liz,g are uniformly bounded for all t E [0, tJ. 
Consequently 1 DU(t)l is uniformly bounded for all t E [O, t*]. We can apply (7) 
once again, using a constant C which will work for all 0 < t ,( t, , to obtain 
where the right-hand side tends to 0 as t, approaches t, . It follows that 
u f C([O, t*l, w,z(qm). 
We shall, at times, impose the further hypothesis: 
(A) Each f k has the form 
f Ic(x, 4 u, P) = c f&, t, u, qp,j + gk(x, 4 u, P) 
i.j 
where each of the functions f & and g” is continuous and uniformly bounded on 
sets of the form 0 x [0, r] x [0, slm x R”I”. 
LOCAL EXISTENCE THEOREM. Let t* be the Zurgest vaZue such that (4) (or 
(l)-(3)) has a solution U E Cl([O, t*), L,(Q)~). Then t* > 0 andfor each 1 <j < m 
and 0 < T < t*, d E CO+v(&) for some y > 0. Moreover, U E C([O, t*), 
WD2(Qm). If (A) is satis$ed and t* < 03, then in fact 1 U(t)lo assumes arbitrarily 
large values as t approaches t*. 
Remark. The last part of this theorem tells us that t* = co provided that (A) 
is satisfied and that we can find an a priori uniform bound on U I(t for all 
compact intervals in [O, co). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3, t* > 0 and U E C([O, t*), II$,“(Qp). Suppose I/ u(f)j!e,, 
is uniformly bounded on [0, t,); then we can apply Theorem 16.5, of [4, p. 1751, 
to conclude that the solution can be extended to [0, t*]. However, we can then 
apply Lemma 3 again to extend the solution to a larger interval, a contradiction. 
Next suppose that (A) is satisfied and that t* < CO. We can regard (4) as a linear 
system after substituting the known values of U and DU into the coefficients 
and the functions f fj and 8’:. Using the Sobolev-Konarasov results, one easily 
verifies that since c! E C([O, t*), IIJ’,~(!S)~) we have that DU(s, t) is continuous. 
Hence all coefficients appearing in the differential operator are continuous. 1f.r 
can therefore apply Theorem 10.4 of [lo, p. 6211 or Theorem 5.4 of [15, p. 1331 
to deduce that our solution is of class II?’ (Qte)J1b for some n < Q < p. These 
theorems concern very general linear systems and it is therefore somewhat 
difficult to extract the information we need for our particular type of system. 
Their statements involve several parameters which, for our case, have the 
following values: tj = 0, t,’ = 0, sj = 2, sj’ = 1, k :- 1, b = 1, I = 2, pa = 0, 
u,~ :-= order of the differential operator Bj. They also require that certain com- 
patibility relations between initial and boundary conditions are satisfied. In 
our case these are satisfied since @ E lVD2(s2; B). The choice of 4 is such that 
(1 - aj)/2b - (26 + 1)/2bq is nonintegral for all 1 <<j :.< m. Using the 
Sobolev-Kondrasov result we see that Ci,(x, t) is uniformly Holder continuous 
inQ-,, . The analog of (7) is valid for a large class of elliptic systems which includes 
the system we get after moving the terms utS to the right-hand side and moving 
the terms fijDid to the left, considering them part of the linear differential 
operator [2]. It follows from (A) that the norms ji li(t)lj,,, are uniformly bounded 
on [0, t*), which contradicts the first part of the theorem. 
From now on f* will have the meaning we have assigned to it in the above 
theorem. 
In the next section we shall be interested only in solutions C(x, t) which are 
of class C1(Qr)m for some T > 0. Hence we shall give two additional conditions, 
each of which will guarantee that the solution is of this class. 
(B) Eachf k(x, t, U, P) is independent of P, i.e., f “(x, t, U, P) =fl;(x, t, U). 
These functions are uniformly Holder continuous on compact subsets of 
0 :A: [0, co) x R”l. Also i%2 is of class C*+c for some 4 > 0, Us and V% are of 
classes Ci+r(iiSZ) and C1+r(%Q)n, respectively, and @E P+r(n) with B@ .y 0 
on FJ?. 
(C) Eachfk is of class Cl@ x [0, co) x Rnrfnra), and p > 2n. On sets of 
the type D x [0, a] x [0, blm x RnLn we have that FP(.t”, t, U, P) is uniformly 
bounded and / F,(x, t, U, P)l, / FLI(x, t, U, P)I are < -4 + A 1 P / for some con- 
stant zd which depends on a and b. ,41so F ~ PP .= 0 unless B is of Dirichlet type. 
THEOREM 4. If (B) is satisjied then U E C1(Q,S)“l. Moreorer, for each k we 
have Us E Cl@ Y [0, t*)) p rooided Bc is not of Dirichlef t?pe. 
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Proof. Suppose Bk is not of Dirichlet type. First we note that U&(X, t, U,(x, t)) 
and f *(x, t, V,(x, t)) are of class CO+y(Q+) for any Y < t, and some y = y(r) > 0. 
Hence we can apply a classical result, e.g., Theorem 5.3 [lo, p. 3201, to deduce 
that uk E c2+~J+~/2(Qr). Next supp ose Bk is of Dirichlet type. In this case we can 
apply another classical result [5, Theorem 9, p. 691, which says that uk is Holder 
continuous together with its x-derivatives of order <2 and first order t-deriva- 
tives in Qr . 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that (C) is satisfied. Then U E Cl(Q,* u r,,). 
Proof. Let D, denote the distributional derivative with respect to t. One 
easily verifies that D,u = ut whenever the latter exists. Differentiating the kth 
equation with respect to t, we have 
D,v” - afj(x, t, U*) D~D~v’ + avk - fi(x, t, U, , DU) * DV 
= h’“(x, t) =ft”(x, t, U, , DU) +fu(x, t, U, , DU) * DJJ, (9) 
+ aFjt(X, t, U*) DiDjuk + [afjU(x, t, U*) + DtU+] DiDjuk, 
where vk = Dtuk, fp(x, t, U, P) = (3f /ap,j 1 1 < i < n, 1 <i < m}, afjt(x, t, U) = 
&z,k,(x, t, U)/at, etc. The use of the chain rule can easily be justified (see, e.g., [7]). 
Let us also impose the conditions 
B”v” = 0 on r,, , vyx, 0) = utk(x, 0) EL,(Q). 
We note that if u E W;(Q), Q some measurable set, then min(u, C) E W,l(Q) for 
any constant C [ 11, p. 531. Hence if v is also a member of W,l(Q) then min(u, v) = 
u + min(O, v - u) E W,l(Q). Using this we see that U, E WD1(Qt*)” and hence 
DJJ, EL,(Q~*)~. N ex we note that fp(x, t, U,(x, t), DU(x, t)) is continuous t 
since UE C([O, t*), W0z(S2)m) which implies DU E C([O, t*), W,1(12)mfl) C 
C([O, t*), c(i2)y. 0 ne easily verifies that this means DU(x, t) E C(&)mm for 
any T < t*. The right-hand side of (9) is of class LQ(QT) with 4 = p/2 > n. We 
would therefore like to apply Theorem 10.4 of [IO] again, but the compability 
condition is not satisfied, i.e., utk(x, 0) $ W,2(12; Bk). We get around this difficulty 
as follows. We can solve the linear system [4] 
I: wt - aFj(x, t, U,) DiDjw’ + awk - .fp 1 D W = 0 in QT , 
Bkwk = 0 r 
w”(0) = u,“(O) OEnL*(B), r ’ 
(10) 
where 1 < k < m and W = (~1, ~a,..., wm). Letting 6” = vk - wk and 
A = (81, P,..., am) we obtain the equations 
D&i” - aFj(x, t, U,) DiDjsk + a8” - fp . DA = h”(x, t) in Q r Y 
BkSk = 0 on r r , 
Sk(O) = 0, 
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for which the initial and boundary conditions are compatible. Hence we have a 
solution A E IV~~‘(Qr)~ C C(@). Applying the local existence theorem to Eqs. (10) 
with initial conditions prescribed at t = E > 0, we see that WE C(&.)m for any 
0 < E < r. Hence wk E C(QB u r,)m. Suppose B is of Dirichlet type. Consider 
the equation D,W + L(x, t, U,)W = H + Fp(x, t, U,, DC’) DU, with W(0) ~7: 
U,(O). Since the right hand side is a member of L2([0, Y], ?V~‘(Q)) we know this 
problem has a unique solution W in the variational sense [16, p. 2431, IV E 
LB([O, r], Wzl(Q; B). Let 2 = t/(O) + si W(s) ds. One easily verifies that 2 
solves (4) and hence CT, = IV. But both W and V solve (9) in the variational 
sense. Hence l,rt = ~~~ IVD1(Qe,.)“. Since the functions DiU also belong to that 
space we may deduce that U E C1(&E,)m. I n case B is not of Dirichlet type, but 
Fpp II 0 we can essentially use the arguments in [9] or [4, pp. 13 l-1 331. 1Ve 
omit the details and instead indicate how to handle difficulties which arise due 
to our weaker hypotheses. First, all terms in F which involve first order derivatives 
are lumped with the operator L to form a new elliptic differential operator 
-4(t, U,(t)) which is treated as a linear operator. In order to be able to use the 
bounded convergence theorem we interpret integrals as Bochner rather than 
Riemann integrals. We obtain CT,(t) =: u(t, 6) t.rt(,) + si L’(t, s) H(x, s) ds 
where r/(t, 3) is the propagation operator [4] for d. A similar representation 
holds for solutions I’, of (9) corresponding to smooth H, which tend to H in 
L&Q,.). Upon taking limits we therefore have C’, =: I’ E W~~‘(Q.r). 
4. GLOBAL EXISTENCE AND COMPARISON 
Let K(t) consist of all functions V(X) = (v~(x), V’(X),..., o”‘(x)) which satisfy 
+(x, t) < d(x) < @(ix, t) for 1 < i < m and all x E g. The main result of this 
section gives conditions which ensure that a solution U of (l)-(3) on [0, T) will 
satisfy U(t) E K(t) for all t E [0, T) provided U(0) E K(O). This result may be 
viewed as an extension of the Gronwall inequality and may similarly be used to 
prove a global existence theorem. 
Let G denote a generic open set in Rn, let Cal(G) denote all functions in Cl(G) 
which have compact support in G, and let C+(G) consist of all members # of 
C,,l(G) which satisfy 4 > 0. Suppose Ai(x, u, p), 1 < i < 71, is differentiable 
with respect to p = (p, , p, ,..., p,), the resulting derivatives being continuous 
in (x, II, p), and suppose that B(x, u, p) and AJx, u, p) are uniformly Lipschitz 
with respect to (p, u) on any compact set of its arguments in G x R”+l. Then we 
have the following maximum principle of Serrin [14] for the differential 
operator 
-DiAi(x, u, Du) + F(x, u, Du). 
409/60!1-12 
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If U, w E Cl(G) and satisfy u > w in Sz and 
for all4 E C+(G), ( , ) denoting the&(G) inner product, then either u = w or u > w 
throughout G, provided at least one of the matrices [(&4,/&)(x, u, Ou)] or 
[(Mi/&)(x, w, Ow)] is positive definite on 9. We shall actually only need this 
result for linear operators. 
DEFINITION. We say that a point P E aG has the inside sphere property 
(ISP) if there is an open ball a C G such that g n aG = {P}. 
We consider the continuous bilinear functional 
Q(w, v) = (A&) Dp, D,w) + (R(x) Diw, w) + (C(x)w, w) 
on the space ?Vel(G), where we assume that Aii is continuous on fi and that 
Bi , C EL&~). We also assume C > 0 and A,(x) is positive definite on D. 
Suppose that aG is piecewise smooth [I l] and Q satisfies 
Qkk 4) 2 c II 4 Ilh for all+ E Ci(G) (11) 
for some positive constant c > 0. Then it can be shown that if w E lV,al(G) n 
C(G), w 3 0 on aG and 
Q(w, 4) > 0, for all I$ E C+(G), 
then w 3 0 in G. In fact the present author proved a more general result in [8]. 
In the proof of the following lemma we use a technique which is similar to that 
used in proving certain classical maximum principles and hence we leave out 
some of the details, which can be found in [13]. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that u E Cl(G)>, Q sutisjes (11) and Q(u, +) 3 0 for all 
q3 E C+(G). If u assumes a negatiwe minimum, say -m, at a point P E aG where the 
ISP is satisjied then either u = -m or all outward directional deriwatiwes au/& at 
Pare negatiwe. 
Proof. Suppose u + -m. Q(-m, +) < 0 for all + E C+(G). Applying 
Serrin’s result we see that u > -m in G. Let 99 be a ball, as described in the 
definition of the ISP, which is tangent to aG at P. Let f be its center and r its 
radius. Define 
z(x) = exp(--cu 1 x - R 1”) - exp(-&a), 
where (11 is a positive constant. Let Bi be an open ball with center P and radius r/2. 
One easily verifies that if we choose a! sufficiently large then 
Q(U-EZ+m,+)>,O 
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for all 4 E C+@, n 39). The boundary of .%Yr n 9 is piecewise smooth. Let us 
show that u - EZ + m > 0 on a(3Yr n 93) = (&?ii$ n i8) u (L& n LW). On 
%??, n a we have I( > -m and hence u - rz + m > 0 provided E is chosen to 
be a sufficiently small positive number. On B, n i323 we have u - EZ + n = 
u + m > 0. Hence by the above-mentioned result of the present author we have 
u - EZ + m > 0 in g1 n 29, while u - EZ + m = 0 at P. Therefore 
a(~ - EZ + m)/& < 0 at P. Therefore 
au/av < c az/av < 0 at P. 
In order to apply these results to our system we will have to “uncouple” 
the equations somewhat. Hence we will need the following hypothesis. 
(D) For each k corresponding to a boundary condition which is not of the 
Dirichlet type, uk 3 0 and for all 1 < k < m, fk(x, t, U, P) = fk(x, t, U, p”). 
Also, the functions &&x, t, ul, u2 ,..., uw)/auk and &$(x, t, ul, z2 ,..., um)/&ci are 
uniformly Lipschitz in (ul, ~3,. . , urn) on compact sets in Q X [0, co) x R’“. 
LEMMA 7. Let V E C1(&.)m and let G be u component of l2 - {x 1 u”(x) = 0} 
where uk E W,*(sZ; Bk) and satisjies 
-c&(x, t, V) DiDjuk + bik(x, t) Diuk + au’ > 0 in Q 
for some jixed t E [0, T), where bik E LJQ=). Suppose (D) is satisfied, a > 0, and 
(a:(~, t, I/‘> DA, Dd) + ((D&(x, t, VI> DjC> 4) + (‘:(s, t) D&l 4) + (‘4, $) 
2 c II $ Ili.1 
for some c > 0 and all 4 E C,l(G). Then uk > 0 in G. 
Proof. Let Z = {x E a/ uk(x) = O}. Since 2 is compact, G is open. Then 
aG C 2 u X2 so that if uk assumes a negative minimum it can only occur in G or 
in X2, a positive distance away from 2; in other words it must occur in G or at a 
point on 852 where aG satisfies the ISP. However, by Lemma 6 and the fact that 
Bkuk = 0, the second alternative is ruled out. But then applying Serrin’s result 
with u = uk and v = -m we obtain u > -m in G. 
We introduce the following notation: 
c = (22, 113, . . . , u”), 0, = (u*2, u*3 )...) u*‘“). 
COMPARISON THEOREM. Suppose (D) and either (B) OY (C) are sutis$ed and U 
is a solution of (4). If &(z,F) E Cl(&), with BV > 0 (B1@ < 0) on rr, is a 
function which satisfies 
8,l + Ll(t, 61, 6,yP 2 fl(x, t, 81, o* , Del), 
(4: + LV, P, &JP < f ‘(x, t, ?, o* , WN 
in QT, then u1 < 81 (ul > $1) in QTp rovided S(X, 0) G Bl(x, 0) (ul(x, 0) 3 p(x, 0)). 
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Proof. Since the proof of the statements involving 8l and #l are nearly 
identical we shall only prove the former. Let w denote a generic member of 
Cl(Q x [0, T)). F orming difference quotients we see that for each t E [0, T) 
we can find functions b,i(x, t), 1 4 i < 71, which are measurable on 0, such that 
f 1(x, t, 81, 6, , 001) - f 1(x, t, 01, 0, , Dw) = b,l(x, t)(D,fP - D,w). Moreover 
the functions bil(x, t) are uniformly bounded by some1 constant M for all 
(x, t) gQT. Using the Carding Inequality we see that by increasing the value 
of a (and altering f 1 correspondingly) we may ensure that the bilinear form 
Q(u, W) f (&x, t, O’, Ui,) DjU, Dp) + (Di[aij(x, t, @, O,)] D~u, W) 
+ (b,‘(x, t> Diu, v> + (au, w) 
satisfies (11) on 52, and hence on any open subset G of Sz. This increase in a 
depends only on the ellipticity modulus Y, the uniform bound of the coefficients, 
and the essential sup. norms of the various x-derivatives of 0, . Each of these 
constants can be chosen so as to work for all 0 < t < r, where Y is any number 
satisfying 0 < r < t. Hence we assume that the value of a is chosen such that 
(11) holds for all 0 < t < Y. For any w in C1(s2 x [0, T)) we define w* = 
min(w, 01). It follows from the local existence theorem that we can solve 
2, +U(t, ~2, i@ = f’(x, t, i& , 0, Du) - K(li - zi*), 
B% = 0, 
22(x, 0) = 22(x, 0) 
on some maximum interval [0, t*), where K is chosen to satisfy K > a + 1 
(note that the term -Ku’ on the right does not present any difficulty since it can 
be combined with the term ad for the purposes of applying the existence and 
regularity theorems). This solution will be of class C(D x [0, t*)) n Cl(Q,*). 
Certainly the only way to have t, < T is for zi to exceed e1 at some (x, t) E G x 
[0, t*). If u’ < t3l on [0, t*), then by uniqueness Zz = ~2 and we are done. So 
suppose the situation is otherwise. We shall arrive at a contradiction. Let E be 
an arbitrary positive number and define for each 0 < 7 < C* 
.Z7 = {x E Q 1 22(x, t) - P(x, t) > E for some 0 < t < r}. 
Let T,, be the smallest value for t such that r2(x, t) - P(x, t) < E for all x E Q and 
all t E [0, us] and such that there exists a sequence t, decreasing toward r,, and 
x, E D such that u’(xm , tm) - @(x, , tm) > E. We define 
P = (x E Sz 1 dist(x, Z) < S}. 
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From elementary topological considerations it follows that 2 is nonempty and 
Z* C Z6 for 7 > T,, and 7 - 7e sufficiently small. First let us suppose that (C) is 
satisfied or that Bi is not of Dirichlet type. By Theorem 4 or 5, I E Ct(Q,* u T,.). 
We note that tit - et1 > 0 on .Z so we can pick a 8,O < 6 < t * -- T,, , sufficiently 
small that z& - et1 > --E on Z:” x [pi , 70 + 61. Let r = 7,, + 6 and make the 
alterations indicated above. Now choose any t > T,, sufficiently close to 7” that 
Zf C C6, and let G = {x 1 1z(x, t) - P(x, t) - E > 01. Letting ~1 = I - 0’ ~- t, 
we have 
U(t, 81 ) 7J)w + b&Y, t) Dizc < a< - KE - ?LCt :-I: 0 
on G. Applying Lemma 7 we have w < 0 on G, a contradiction. Hence 6(x, t) z-2 
&(x1 t) + E on [0, 70 + 61. This contradicts the definition of TV and hence 
zi(x, t) < P(x, t) + E on [0, t*). But E was arbitrary, so in fact we have ul(x, t) =-: 
u(x, t) < P(x, t) on [0, t*). Hence t * = T and we are done. If B1 is of Dirichlet 
type and (B) instead of (C) is satisfied then we only have i E Cl(Q,*). However 
in this case we see that Z must be a positive distance from X2 so that 6 can be 
chosen small enough, so 2 is a positive distance from 22. Again Z, C Z6 for 
7 > ‘TV and 7 - 70 sufficiently small. Because zi E C1(Zb Y [TV , t*]) we see that 
S can be chosen so small that I, - 8,l > -S on P :,’ [TV , TV, A S]. The rest of 
the proof then proceeds as before. 
DEFINITIONS. Let KT = {VE C1(Qr)V’ 1 !P < V < 0 in Qr} and, for a given 
Ir~Lp(QZ)m, let V,+ = (ol, wz ,..., @I, &‘, ++l,..., 21”) and 
v,- = (01, 02 ,...) ZJ-1, Ip , z++1,..., 2)“‘). 
THEOREM 8. Suppose (A) and (D) and either (B) OY (C) are satisjed and that 
for all V satisfying Y < V < 0 
and 
ep + qt, v,+) ek 2 f qX, t, r,+, Dey 
B’;11,” < 0 
and 
whennezler 
Then the solution U of (1)<3), ifit exists, is a member of K,provided U(0) E K(0). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the comparison theorem. 
GLOBAL EXISTENCE THEOREM. Suppose that the hypotheses of the above 
theorem are satisfied and that 8 and Y are members of C1(&)m. Then the problem 
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(l)-(3) has a unique so&ion U E Cl([O, co), L,(s2)m) provided U(0) = @ E K(0). 
Moreower, U E K, . 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 8 and the remark following 
the statement of the local existence theorem. 
We now give two sample applications of the above theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the problem (l)-(3) and suppose (A), (D) and either 
(B) or (C) are satisfied. Suppose that the functions g” (see (A)) satisfy 
I gk@, t, us P)I < CY + B I u I 
for some constants 01 and /3 and all 1 < k < m. Let &(x, t) = A@, 4” = --AeBt 
with A > maxk j @(x)1,, . Clearly Bk$k < 0 < BkBk for each 1 < K < m. For 
each V E K, we have 
Btk + Lk(t, Vk+)ek = ABeEt + aAeBt, 
1 f k(x, t, Vk+, DOk)I = j gk(x, t, Vk+, DBk)I < (Y + @mllzAeBt, 
&” +Lk(t, Vk-)+bk = --4BeBt - aAeEt, 
Now we can choose B so large that AB > ar - aA + /lrn112A. Hence (12) is 
satisfied so that there exists a solution U to (l)-(3), with T = co, satisfying 
1 uk(x, t)l < AeBt for each 1 < K < m. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider the system of two equations discussed by Pao. 
It was assumed there that the nonhomogeneous terms are uniformly Lipschitz in 
(u, w) in the region u >, 0,O < B < T. Hence we can let $l = #” = 0,8r = AeBt 
for A and B sufficiently large, and e2 = t. Since this system satisfies all hypotheses 
of Section 1 and (A), (D), and (B) we see that this problem has a global solution 
(u, w) satisfying 0 < u(x, t) < Aest and 0 < V(X, t) < r for any pair of initial 
conditions satisfying the boundary conditions on 0 < u(x, 0), 0 < a(~, 0) < T. 
In case we have a single equation, that is, m = 1, we see that if the hypotheses 
(A), (D) and (B) or (C) are satisfied then any solution u on [0, T) which satisfies 
u(x, 0) > u&x) (respectively, u(x, 0) < uO(x)) f or some steady state solution u,,(x) 
will satisfy u(x, t) > U,,(X) (respectively, U(X) < U,,(X)) for all 0 < t < T. This 
result can not be extended to systems of more than one equation. A simple 
counterexample is the system 
utl - Au1 = -u2 in Qr , auyavl = 0 on rr , uyx, 0) = 1/21/s, 
ut2 - Au2 = u1 in QT, aqav”- = 0 on rr , uy.7, 0) 3 1/21/s, 
with steady state solution usi z 0, z+,*(x) = 0. This system has the solution 
29(x, t) = cos(t + r/4), u2(x, t) = sin(t + 7fj4). 
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